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CAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN 
TO ENSURE SAFETY

• For those persons involved with the operation / service of 
your system, including Kawasaki Robot, they must strictly 
observe all safety regulations at all times. They should 
carefully read the Manuals and other related safety 
documents.

• Products described in this catalogue are general 
industrial robots. Therefore, if a customer wishes to use 
the Robot for special purposes, which might endanger 
operators or if the Robot has any problems, please 
contact us. We will be pleased to help you.

• Be careful as Photographs illustrated in this catalogue are 
frequently taken after removing safety fences and other 
safety devices stipulated in the safety regulations from 
the Robot operation system.
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KCONG makes it easy for users with no knowledge of robots to quickly 
create robot operation data on the 3D CAD screen.

This software significantly reduces 
the time needed for robot teaching 
and lowers production costs.
Features

There are a number of issues involved in implementing and leveraging robot 
systems. In addition to requiring a high level of knowledge and expertise, a large 
amount of time must be set aside for robot teaching.
“KCONG”, the automatic robot teaching software offered by Kawasaki, effectively 
eliminates these issues. Using 3D CAD data of work-pieces, KCONG automatically 
creates robot operation programs that radically improve the efficiency of robots 
and make them more economical.

Robot teaching: Essential to getting 
the most out of your robots
An important part of creating operation programs for 
industrial robots is the teaching process. This involves 
moving the robot and having the controller sequentially 
memorize the robot’s position, operations, and coordinates. 
To complete the program, repeat verification is performed 
by playing back the program on the robot and making the 
necessary adjustments.

Problems with offline teaching
Offline teaching normally involves using robot and 
work-piece images displayed on screen instead of the 
actual robot. However, entering the data for complicated 
robot movements is no simple task, which means a high 
level of skill is needed to operate the robot and create a 
program. In addition, it often takes several weeks to write a 
large-scale program. In the midst of the drive to produce 
diversified products in limited quantities, these problems 
pose major challenges to users.

KCONG solves the problems with offline 
teaching. Using 3D CAD data, KCONG 
automatically creates a robot operation 
program in a relatively short amount of time, 
with no need to perform the conventional 
teaching process. It also delivers simulation 
capabilities that allow for easy verification and 
adjustment.
KCONG enables engineers with no expertise in 
robotics to promote the use of robot systems, 
while also significantly reducing the teaching 
time and lowering production costs.

Easy operation

KCONG uses a robot simulator to simulate the in-field operations, making it 
easy for you to check for collision and adjust devices.

Preliminary verification

You can freely expand the software system by adding optimum application 
packages specifically tailored to the different onsite needs and processes.

High extensibility

KCONG accepts 3D design data (CAD data) as is and automatically 
converts it into robot operation data (CAM data). This allows you to build a 
seamless environment for all phases, from design all the way through to 
production.

Seamless environment for all phases

KCONG uses 3D CAD data to 
automatically create a robot 
operation program.

KCONG provides the solution!
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【CAD data】

■Chamfering/Deburring ■Painting

■Milling ■Cutting

■Welding ■ Trimming

KCONG comes with application software that supports a variety of functions, such as welding, 
painting, and deburring. These functions, which make full use of the technologies and expertise 
Kawasaki has cultivated on the production floor, enable users to create operation programs quickly 
and easily. All that needs to be done is simply select the working positions and processes on the 3D 
CAD screen displaying the work-pieces.

• Automation of various processes

KCONG can accept any 3D CAD data available for general use 
and convert it into the data needed to automatically create a 
robot operation program. This makes it possible to implement 
CAD data and robot environments that seamlessly connect the 
design department with the production site.

• Automatic creation 
   of an operation program

■ACIS
■CATIA＊1

■ IGES
■Parasolid
■Mechanical Desktop

■Pro/ENGINEER
■Solid Edge
■STEP
■Unigraphics

Conversion

＊1：Requires a separate 
        translator.

KCONG system configuration

Construction path
generation engine

•Process route setup

•Process condition setup
•Automatic creation of an
 operation program

Teaching point
generation engine

Robot simulator
•Robot movement check
•Interference check

•Download

Robot controller •Execution of 
  robot operation

Operation pattern
database

Robot operation
program

Construction condition
database

KCONG accepts existing 

CAD data on an “as is” 

basis!
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■Work-piece Shape Design ■ Automatic creation of operation programs (teaching points) ■ Robot simulation ■ Editing teaching points

KCONG reduces the time needed for conventional offline teaching and adjustment by up to a factor of ten! The 
time savings and enhanced efficiency achieved by KCONG help to significantly lower costs. In addition, KCONG is 
less expensive to implement than the average general-purpose offline programming system.

• Reduced teaching time and lower production costs

■Significant reduction in teaching time

■Significant reduction in production costs

KCONG features an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). Using 
this GUI, first-time users can quickly begin working with KCONG 
shortly after it is installed, with no need for any special training.

• Easy operation for first-time users

KCONG operation screens

After the operations are verified and the 
necessary adjustments are made, the final 
edit is performed. After this edit, the 
completed operation program is downloaded 
to the robot controller.

From the CAD screen, the user selects which part of the work-piece they want to 
process and then enters the process data. The user can also select robot 
operation patterns from the database. After entering the process data, all the user 
needs to do is simply press the button to automatically create the operation data.
There is also the automatic orientation setup function, which is available as an 
option. Using this option, the user can automatically set up the optimum 
orientation of a complex robot that has an external axis.

For KCONG users already have a 3D CAD system, data from the system can 
be accepted as-is. (In some cases, prior verification may be required for data 
conversion.)
KCONG users that do not have a 3D CAD system can use KCONG’s CAD 
function (standard feature of SolidWorks®) to design the shape of each 
work-piece.

After an operation program is automatically created, it is checked using the robot 
simulator. Users can verify the robot operations by watching animated 
sequences that reproduce virtual representations of the robots and work-pieces. 
The simulator also checks for collision, helps to prevent faults, and allows users 
to fine adjust the portions to be processed.

Easy operation significantly 

boosts productivity!
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Before

Automatic teaching using KCONG

Offline adjustment through the KCONG GUI

After Teaching several thousand points (one day)

Teaching time Teaching 2,000 points
(one or two weeks)Adjustment time

Before

After

Design (2D CAD)

Robotization with KCONG

Teaching

Design (3D CAD)
Enhanced efficiency with KCONG

Manual operationRobot operation

Manual operationRobot operation

(Case company: A)

Small-scale work-pieces and 
intricately shaped work-pieces 
that are difficult to robotize



Instalaciones en Getaria

Larraioz Etxea, Eizaga Auzoa, 
Garate Mendi E-20808 

GETARIA (Gipuzkoa), Spain

Instalaciones América Latina

Carlos Calvo 2480, B8000XAV
Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires), 

Argentina

Dirección postal

Larraioz Electrónica Industrial, 
S.L. Apartado de Correos 
193 E-20800 ZARAUTZ 

(Gipuzkoa), Spain

Instalaciones centrales

Francisco Aristeguieta Centro Tecnológico (F.A.C.T.)
GI-3162 (Zarautz – Urdaneta) km 2,2

E-20809 AIA (Gipuzkoa), Spain

Tel. (+34) 943 140 139
Fax. (+34) 943 140 327

E-mail. info@larraioz.com

www.larraioz.com

SERVICIO TÉCNICO, CONSULTORÍA, TRAINING Y CANAL DE VENTA OFICIAL
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